NICK AND THE ROUNDABOUTS
First things first:
Nick And The Roundabouts is not a band.
It is nothing more than Welsh-German singer/songwriter Nick Arden’s moniker. Still,
Nick’s mentioning of roundabouts in his
stage name has a reason. “It seems to me
that roundabouts are as much part of my
band as they are of my mind”, he says, “there are things in life that I can think about
for ages and I still end up just wherer I started, just like in a roundabout where there
are numerous exit and you can’t decide on
which way to go. From that point of view,
roundabouts help me write songs and lyrics.”

NICK ANDTHE ROUNDABOUTS
WOE TO LIVE ON

Watching Nick And The Roundabouts
perform live on stage is a unique experience. Basically, it‘s just the guy, a guitar, a
harmonica, a glass of red wine and those
incredibly intense songs. On his tours with
former Razorlight drummer Andy Burrows and Australian singer/songwriter Stu Larsen, he has proven his stage
presence to be more than immense. Nick’s songs have been described as a „complex collage of colourful melodies,
mixing the intensity of Ryan Adams with the lyrical romance of Damien Rice“. In 2013, Nick has released a limited
edition EP that sold out within only a few gigs. His debut album Woe To Live On will be released in early 2014 and
has been produced by Neal Casal (Ryan Adams, Willie Nelson, Chris Robinson).
“Most of my songs are about girls”, Nick says. “And I am not embarassed by that. I tend to write about things that
affect my personal life directly. There are people that write songs about politics and the weather, and they are perfect at doing so. I could never do that. I write about love and, first of foremost, the loss of love. I still can’t get my head
around this feeling that makes people do what many people do.”
Tracklist:
01. Some Day Soon
02. Say
03. By The River
04. There`s No Other Way (feat. Carmina Reyes)
05. Carolene
06. Picture Of Your Face
07. Sweethearts Of The World
08. Let‘s Be Close
09. The Traitor
10. You`re My Town
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